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In vibrant times, where new
technologies, capabilities and
intelligence-related functions rapidly
evolve in the business sector, it
is up to the CI function within an
organization to make essential
adjustments in order to justify its
existence
As 2018 has already begun, it is quite clear that
competitive intelligence (CI) managers within
corporations may face one of the more challenging
and/or threatening times, if not the most, than has been
experienced in a long time. My observation is that this
is a waking call for all CI managers who believe they
are – mistakenly or not – valued and secure in their
positions. If essential adjustments are not performed
to the external – and mostly internal – operations they
are engaged with, these managers will learn the hard
way that either their intelligence-related roles have
been limited or, God forbid, ended. Reasons for the
aforementioned are explained below.

Changes in the technological front
I would make a guess that most CI practitioners, even
the veteran practitioners or ones that work in traditional
industries, are computer literates. Alongside other means
of open source intelligence (OSINT), the Internet serves
as one of our prime resources for valuable information
about our targets (markets, products, individuals etc), and
we use it constantly and routinely. As it is quite obvious
that this platform develops continuously and the amount
of new, fresh data multiplies by the second, I recommend
CI managers to get to know the best, updated and most
comprehensive tools to deal with that never-ending
valuable data and its way of appearance. That is quite
an enormous challenge. In other words, searching Google
is too basic and not enough for specific informative
needs of a corporation or an individual. Furthermore, in
recent years, we have witnessed the rise of two immense
digital platforms that CI managers should engage with
routinely: the social and mobile platforms. CI managers
that are interested in this behind-the-scenes information
should know social media intelligence (SOCMINT) tools
and methodologies; if they look for location-based or
visual info then mobile applications should be more than
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helpful. How well do you know them? How often do you
use them for your daily CI work?
Wait a second, getting to know the right digital tools and
platforms, and hence the information within, is just the tip
of the iceberg. What about the information, and most
important, the insights we still do not know of? In recent
years we have been told that even if the tools to work
with are known and familiar, we may still be unable to
cover all the fresh, new information that arises, unless
we understand and practice this phenomenon called
data science. You have probably heard of big data;
have you ever seen or worked with technologies that
aggregate all of your relevant data and analyze it for
the pure purpose of better, qualitative business insights?
Well, you might want to get a closer look at them. And
if you are an advanced, independent practitioner that
lives on a minimal budget and would like to enhance your
CI-related skills by implementing big data practices in
your organization, then you should be able to program
(ever written a code?) and understand statistics. How
challenging is that!
There is more to it! In recent years there has been a
revival of a phenomenon that used to be seen only on the
military front: Cyber Security. If part of your CI-related
tasks involve counter intelligence (minimizing various
threats to the organization by executing intelligence-

related operations), then you might want to explore
innovative systems, new procedures and approaches
that are related to cyber and are surely unknown to the
majority of the traditional CI community.
Not feeling challenged enough? Well, that is – (un)
fortunately or not – just the beginning. We are on the
verge of a rather old, yet new revolution that involves
an already familiar field: Artificial Intelligence (AI).
This phenomenon is all about intelligence displayed
by machines (in contrast to natural intelligence that is
displayed by humans). The combination of AI and CI
promises an exciting era that is ahead of us and is
expected to introduce the market with sophisticated
innovations to be smartly utilized by advanced CI
managers for better business outcomes.
That is naturally a major challenge for all those
practitioners who never liked to rely heavily on
technology. I naturally accept their doubts, yet think
that somehow, somewhere machines will reach a point
where they will be able to do strategic intelligence by
themselves. Then what? In my mind, the future CI manager
will have to control the machines and the processes
involved; wouldn’t you be interested to steer their wheel
and be in full command of the related operations? Are
you going to pretend that it will never happen, that the
needed skills for future CI work remain the same, and

that all these technological innovations are not related
to the CI field at all and cannot/will not affect the
corporate business results or the role of the intelligence
unit? Only time will tell, but in the meantime let us not
allude ourselves, particularly not us, the CI practitioners.

The CI manager vs. the Others
The second challenge I sense – that unfortunately
constitutes a real threat to the traditional CI function in
corporate – is the fact that in today’s business world
more and more people within corporate are also
engaged with CI-related activities.
If you work for a large enterprise, especially in the hi-tech
sector, you should be advised that you are probably no
longer the sole God of Intelligence in your organization.
There are the Others who may be doing extensive parts
of your traditional CI work, and perhaps better than
you. Market research, for example, was traditionally
always done by CI practitioners. I have never seen any
good CI manager without proper research skills. It is
one of the most fundamental requirements of CI work
conduction, right? Not necessarily. Nowadays you can
find an established research unit or team in any leading
sectorial organization to routinely conduct research
projects for other departments in the organization.
Most of them work closely with the business-related
departments (marketing and sales), generating all sorts
of clever insights about external players and trends to
be taken into consideration by management. If that is
the case, then where does this leave us, the CI managers?
How about a relatively new function in corporate
called Chief Information Officer (CIO) or Chief Digital
Information Officer (CDIO)? This function is commonly
fulfilled by the most senior executive responsible for
the information technology and computer systems that
support the enterprise goals. As (dealing with) information
is an essential part of the CI work, particularly in light of
the aforementioned rise of digital platforms, it would be
foolish to assume that the CIO’s role does not interfere
with that of the CI unit.
Talking about data collection, many enterprises employ
information experts that specialize in searching relevant
information in specific, sometime complex, professional
databases. So if, for example, a CI manager is
interested in finding whatever information there is about
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In light of the rising technological innovations and
thoughts about work adjustments to be made, some
would assume that their new added value may perhaps
be with big data analytics. Again, there are also others
here with better skills than yours, for the matter. They
are called data scientists, and they have statistics and
computer science backgrounds that most of us never
acquired. And why should we? Well, you might want
to look at this from a different perspective. Today’s
reality promises more work and better salaries to CI
managers who are also capable of programming (ever
heard of Python or Pearl?). My guess is that the future
CI practitioners will have to develop programming skills
to some extent, something that many have never heard
of until now.

competitor patents and their implication(s) on market
competition, there are databases for patents (such as
PatBase and others) that require certain levels of search
expertise and strong patent understanding that an
unskilled CI manager would simply lack. In that case, the
information expert’s contribution to better understanding
various scenarios would be higher than that of the CI
manager. And the obvious question of ‘why don’t we
hire an information specialist instead of keeping that
(expensive) CI manager’ would always linger out there.
Your duty, as CI managers, is to find the best answer to
that question, and yes, it is quite challenging. Surely you
can learn how to search in professional databases, but
it takes resources (time, energy, money) that you – or the
enterprise – may not want to invest.

aspects related to the enterprise ecosystem (for instance,
the ability to thoroughly understand competitor financial
reports and their significance) enables them to extract
important insights that only a few CI managers could
deliver. These CI managers either lack analytical skills or
are simply not trained to do that kind of work.

Leaving the tactical level aside, the same could be said on
the strategic level. Traditional CI managers would claim
that their highest added value to their organization is the
ability to analyze material that will assist management
to adopt the right strategic steps in order to prosper in
future. Guess what – there are numerous teams manned
with bright strategists and marketers that know all the
right models to predict market trends and player next
moves, and they know SWOT, Porter’s Five Forces, win/
If one of your answers would be ‘let the expert find the loss analysis and scenario planning/war gaming at least
information, I will analyze it,’ then you can be certain that as well as the CI manager. If that is indeed the case
there are others for that task as well. Large enterprises in your enterprise, then, once again, you are obliged
employ dozens of analysts – the majority of them have to reinvent yourself, and that is always a challenging,
stronger financial backgrounds than that of the typical CI sometimes frightening and risky thing to do.
manager. Their understanding of financial and economic
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clearest way; a succinct way. Most of them simply cannot
be bothered to read plenty of boring lines of text.
It means you should not only learn how to become more
concise, but moreover – you should explore different
methods to perfect your presentations to management.
And as shallow as it sounds, quite often it is the way you
present your findings that counts and less about the
content involved.

One of the most efficient ways to do this is to go visual. Be
honest, how well and how often do you use visual tools to
present your findings and insights? It is up to traditional
CI managers to understand that in recent years some
major changes have taken place in the way information
can be presented. It is the era of visualization; the era of
And then there is a new function I came across the dashboards; the era of infographics. There are plenty
other day: Chief Listening Officer (CLO). This role is of free/semi free powerful tools that come in handy for
rewarded for having excellent listening skills. In other showing just what is needed, the bottom line, to get the
words, you get paid to listen to your company’s clients immediate, desired management attention. Perhaps it is
and consumers. Excuse me?! I thought that this is exactly about time to upgrade your PowerPoint presentations
what the CI manager is supposed to do. After all, who with some of those tools (Google Data Studio anyone?)
is going to be in charge of all that listening if not the
company’s number one stop shop for intelligence? In each and every CI-related conference I have been
Surprise… surprise... and the ultimate challenge is of to in the last couple of years, including those of SCIP
course working with that CLO.
of course, there have always been sessions about data
visualization. The awareness to the importance of this
Needless to say that such a function certainly limits field does exist, and it is up to you to acknowledge that
the space given to the CI unit in first place. It affects and start practicing innovative visualization platforms
CI’s areas of responsibility and, at the end of the day, for your own needs. It is another challenging task, but if
directly threatens the CI manager’s traditional role. In you consider yourself an advanced, even sophisticated,
the best case scenario, your life as a CI manager will be 21st century CI manager, then do yourself a favor and
more complicated than ever; in the worst scenario, you get to know the tools. They will help you to stand out and
could be terminated.
present your findings in a modern way that makes you
become remarkably noticeable.

Less talking, better presenting
The world does not have time these days, and neither
does your boss. I previously mentioned the market
research we, CI managers, used to write for our bosses.
The longer the reports submitted, the better (at least
that is what we thought). Then came a phase where the
slogan ‘Less is More’ took the lead and reports were
shortened, we started to focus on newsletters, etc. Yet
currently, where no one has time – or attention – another
sad factor comes into the equation: we read less. We
read fewer books, newspapers, market research and
newsletters per year, and once again, the same goes for
our bosses. They would like – and expect – us to be short,
deliver the bottom line only, and do it in the quickest and
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Sales, result-oriented CI manager
We live in times where recessions, slowdowns, and
soaring inflation rates have become a global problem.
Market stagnation, company shutdowns, and massive
employee layoffs are no longer just news headlines – it
is something we all face and experience. No one in the
business sector is immune. In hectic times, when enterprises
face difficulties and experience crises, you need to
deliver the goods and fast. Remember the song ‘be
quick or be dead’? That is exactly where management
takes necessary steps to hold up downfalls, among those
being employee layoff.
www.scip.org
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Unfortunately, when there is no other alternative and you
are forced to fire people, it would only make sense to
start with cutting the fat. While the fat layers vary from
one enterprise to another, you are more than welcome
to guess where the CI function would be – in the fat or
outside it? In any case, in critical points of time and crisis,
it is quite obvious that unless you want to find yourself
without a job, you need to put your best efforts forward
and be quicker than ever to deliver the goods.

The CI field has
a lot to offer to
new generation
peppy managers,
and you should
definitely work
smarter and
sometimes
reinvent yourself
in order to
prevail externally
and internally
within the walls
of your expertise.
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Winter is coming
Life is dynamic; so are the companies, those ecosystems,
we work for. Now more than ever, the traditional CI
manager should make the needed adjustments to
effectively do the job right. The CI field has a lot to offer
to new generation peppy managers, and you should
definitely work smarter and sometimes reinvent yourself
in order to prevail externally and internally within the
walls of your expertise. Changes come in full force –
new technologies, new roles, and new competition
that we never thought of will reach our doorstep. Big
opportunities on one side with a lot of threats and risks
on the other. The sad truth is that in difficult times you will
have to do all that (and more) for probably the same
salary or even less. That is not only challenging, but also
frustrating.

Yet, be advised that when saying ‘put your best efforts’
I do not mean you should be doing the same day-to-day
work, only for longer hours. I also do not mean you should
complete your tasks one day before deadline. What I
really mean is that you should come up with a better
way to justify your existence – the CI function’s existence
– within that enterprise. Have you ever asked yourself
what is your true contribution to the overall wellbeing of
your work place? How well, and to what extent, does Is winter coming? No, my friends; it is already here.
your produce affect the enterprise’s prosperity? Tough
questions, and even tougher answers, but once you have
them it will be easier to convince management that the
CI function should be left outside the fat.

In my humble opinion, the ultimate way to effectively do
the above-mentioned is to turn the CI function into one
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
with stronger sales-orientation. The new CI manager, as
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opposed to the traditional one – who, again, is more of
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for just submitting an ad hoc report about a potential
client or a direct competitor, and see how the sales
team does the field work remotely. Be there yourself, if
possible. Make them understand you sometimes ought to
be in the field too. If they decline, do whatever you can
to leave the impression that your inputs are invaluable.
This result-related assertiveness will help you to better
quantify your contribution to the enterprise incoming
revenues and prove to management that your position is
(and will ever be) indispensible to the success of business
deals and overall profitability.
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